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This book provides a comprehensive survey of the major legal issues that arise in the course of a

construction project. The structure of the book first focuses on the major participants on a project

and the relationships and interests of each of participant. It then shifts to chapters on recurring

themes in construction law such as the economic loss rule, calculation of damages, and defective

construction. While making the concepts accessible for any reader, the book provides a logical

structure for those teaching construction law to use as either the primary or supplemental reading

for the course.
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This book is a great one for giving you the nuts and bolts of construction law. Whether you plan on

practicing in this area as an attorney or working in the field in some other capacity, I recommend this

book to get you up to speed on the legal framework you will encounter. On top of that, the material

is concise and well written. Don't hesitate; just get it!

If you are looking for a short read that entails everything you need to know about Construction Law,

this is the book. Aside from it being extremely well-written and easy to read, this is a great way to

learn the concepts of Construction Law without having to read a lengthy confusing book. It's

awesome!

This was an excellent book. The author's bolding of important terms and topics was very helpful in



class. The book was also very easy to read and I would recommend it to everyone!!!!

Good source to learn the essential terminology and concepts of construction law. Organization

makes for easy referral.

Great quick read on construction law. Very thorough and helpful!
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